
+ SOUTHERN FRANCE + 
MONTE CARLO (MONACO)

1   Kuala Lumpur - Dubai                (-)
Depart to Rome, capital of Italy. 

2   Dubai - Rome                                          (D)
Arrived Rome, transfer to hotel for check in.

3   Rome                                                      (B/L/D)
** Entrance to Vatican City. The Vatican City also known as “The Holy 
See” has the largest church in the world, with beautiful St. Peter Square, 
which is design by Bernini. Visit the beautiful St. Peter Basilica.
** Photo stop at Colosseum – the largest ever amphitheatre during the 
Roman Empire; Roman Forum The oldest and most important 
structures on the ancient Roman Empire.
** Visit Spanish Steps the longest and widest staircase in all Europe and  
enjoy shopping at the famous shopping street. 
** Trevi Fountain the largest and most ambitious of the Baroque 
fountains in Rome. Taste the famous and delicious Italian ice cream 
“Gelato” at here.

4   Rome / Pisa / Florence                       (B/L/D)
** Travel to Pisa.
** View the famous leaning tower of Pisa, Duomo and Baptistery, which 
is located at Piazza Miracoli.
** Travel to Renaissance city of Florence.
** Photo stop at Piazza Michelangelo to enjoy the panoramic view of 
Florence city.
** Walking tour visit Cathedral of Santa Maria Dei Fiore, Giotto Bell 
Tower, Doors of Paradise, Piazza Della Signoria and Santa Croce 
Basilica.
** Ponte Vecchio was built in 1345, Florence's oldest bridge. The one 
kilometer-long bridge is one of the world famous bridge, the bridge is 
divided into upper and lower levels of the structure. In the past, wealthy 
nobles in the upper bridge; civilians, it can only go lower the bridge, 
share a very clear and cannot cross the border.

5   Florence / Venice                             (B/L/D)
** Travel to the romantic city of Italy Venice.
** Board on the boat to San Marco Island.
** Visit Venetian masters marvelous creation in glass blowing factory.
** Walking tour to visit Doge Palace, St Mark Basilica, St Mark Square, 
Bridge of Sighs connects to prison where Casanova escapes!
** Enjoy shopping at local boutiques or you may join an optional for 
gondola ride 

6   Venice / Verona / Milan                   (B/L/D)
** Travel to Verona, the city of the most famous lovers in history - 
William Shakespeare’s “Romeo & Juliet”.
** Visit the romantic Juliet’s house balcony, where Juliet Capulet is 
said to have pined for Romeo.
** Walking tour to visit Piazza Erbe center of city life during Roman 
time, see the 2000-year-old Roman Arena and Town Hall.
** Continue to Milan – The fashion capital of the world. 

7   Milan                          (B/L/D)
** Visit  the marble with 135 pinnacles over 2000 statues of Duomo 
Cathedral built in 14th century.
** Visit La Scala Opera House and Da Vinci Statue.
** Enjoy shopping at the Plaza del Duomo, which is constructed in 
1862.

8   Milan / Genoa / Monte Carlo / Nice                         (B/L/D)
** Journey to Genoa for visit Christopher Columbus Ancient Ship.
** Excursion to famous Monte Carlo: a gambling city in Monaco, 
Europe. Monaco is a well known tourist destination in Europe, many 
cultural activities held in every year such as: Formula One Grand 
Prix, international acrobatics festival and others. “Monte Carlo” early 
gambling industry has become synonymous with the West. The 
gambling industry at Monaco starts in 1856.
** Visit the world famous Monte Carlo Casino 
(entrance ticket to casino is own expense)
** View the Royal Palace to see the changing of Guard if given 
opportunity.
** Glance at the Cathedral housing, the tombs of late Prince Rainer 
and Princess Grace.
** Visit Fragonard Perfume factory in EZE Village to see how the 
perfume was made. There are plenty of perfume products for you to 
buy in these shops!
** Travel along the coastal route overseeing the romantic scenery of 
Mediterranean Sea into lively city – Nice.
** Enjoy shopping at the famous boutiques in Place Massena with 
many branded goods or relax on the beach. 

9   Nice / Cannes / Dubai        (B/L/MOB)
** Excursion to Cannes, a famous film festival center of France.
** Drive along Boulevard de la Croisette with famous boutiques 
shops and international 5 stars hotels. After that, transfer to airport 
for flight time to Dubai. Arrive Dubai in the evening, transfer to hotel 
for check in.

10   Dubai                              (B/L/D)
After breakfast, continue with Dubai city tour. Visit to : Dubai 
Museum, Dubai Mosque and sightseeing world tallest building Burj 
Khalifa. Evening enjoy Desert Activities (own expenses) like : Dune 
Driving, Sane Skiing, Camel Ride and etc…

11   Dubai - Kuala Lumpur                     (B)
After breakfast, transfer to airport for flight back home.
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SPECIAL 

  CUISINE
    ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
TRADITIONAL PIZZA CHINESE CUISINE
FLORENCE CUISINES VENICE CUISINES
MONTE CARLO CUISINES 


